Introduction

Exercise and sports scientists are constantly searching for ways to optimize the body's response to strenuous physical activity by prolonging the ability of skeletal muscle to perform work while resisting exertional fatigue. Skeletal muscle fatigue is a rate-limiting factor for athletes who participate and compete in sports that require muscular endurance and sustained levels of strength [1]. Fatigue impairs the ability of skeletal muscle to generate force, and reduces a muscle's capacity to perform work over an extended time period [2,3]. The decrease in muscle function associated with fatigue is believed to be a result of metabolic alterations such as substrate depletion (lack of ATP and glycogen), oxidative stress, tissue ischemia/hypoxia and blood acidification [4-1]. One ergogenic aid that has garnered interest in the sports and exercise community is the use of phototherapy or light therapy as a preconditioning treatment for skeletal muscle.

Preconditioning skeletal muscle with phototherapy or “muscular preconditioning” is an experimental technique for producing resistance against muscular fatigue and biochemical stress during and after strenuous exercise [5]. This pre-emptive technique exposes skeletal muscle to light energy in order to prepare the muscle for the rigors of strenuous exercise or physical activity. The concept for muscular preconditioning was adapted from ischemic preconditioning (IPC) for the heart [6,7]. This novel technique exposes cardiac muscle to periods of sub-lethal ischemia in order for the tissue to build a resistance against damage from future ischemic events such as stroke or myocardial infarction [8]. Muscular preconditioning using near-infrared (NIR) lasers or light-emitting diodes (LEDs) has been adopted by athletic trainers and other sports medicine professionals as an essential performance enhancing and injury prevention technique in amateur and professional sports such as baseball, rugby, soccer and track and field [9]. Research addressing the ability of phototherapy to modulate biological processes associated with skeletal muscle contractile function has yielded promising results [9-19]. Such modulatory processes associated with phototherapy are referred to as photobiomodulation. Photobiomodulation involves the use of narrow bands of non-ionizing light usually in the near-infrared spectrum (800 nm – 1000 nm) to induce biochemical changes in tissue in a stimulatory manner [20]. Phototherapy has been found to be a viable treatment modality for skeletal muscle because it is safe, easy to administer, non-invasive and has no known side effects and few reported contraindications [21].

During phototherapy, light energy is delivered to cells by penetrating the skin producing both photo-physical and photo-chemical events in the underlying tissues. The mechanisms associated with phototherapy have been studied at the cellular level by numerous basic science research groups [22-25]. The current understanding of the primary mechanism of action is that scattering and transmitting photons are absorbed by chromophores located in cytochrome c oxidase (CCO) and other heme complexes (hemoglobin/myoglobin) [5,22]. Cytochrome c oxidase is located in the inner membrane of the mitochondria and is the terminal enzyme of the electron-transport chain in eukaryotic cells, mediating the transfer of electrons from CCO to molecular oxygen [22]. The photon absorption dissociates inhibitory nitric oxide (NO) from CCO, leading to an increase in
electron transport, increased mitochondrial membrane potential, and increased adenosine triphosphate (ATP) production [26-28]. Similar to CCO, hemoglobin (Hb) and myoglobin (Mb) are photoreceptors that absorb NIR light. When Hb and Mb are exposed to light, the molecules experience a change in redox state, thus releasing oxygen to the cytosol [19,20]. This increase in molecular oxygen can be used by the mitochondria for cellular respiration, thereby facilitating the production of ATP. Collectively, these intracellular changes lead to macroscopic effects including cyto-protection, increased oxidative capacity, and enhanced skeletal muscle contractile function [13,27,28].

Numerous muscular preconditioning studies have been performed that compared active phototherapy to sham phototherapy for the biceps brachii and quadriceps femoris muscle groups using isometric and isoinertial resistance exercise, as well as isokinetic dynamometry to measure muscle performance. Most studies to date have assessed the effects of phototherapy administered before strenuous exercise while the muscle tissue is at rest and not under physiological stress [10,11,15-19]. Several studies have investigated the effects of phototherapy after strenuous exercise or muscular post-conditioning. This therapeutic approach is designed to administer phototherapy after skeletal muscle has been placed under physiologic stress as a means of improving functional and biochemical recovery [29]. Tissue cells that have been placed under metabolic or mechanical stress (e.g. injury or exercise) have been found to be more responsive to phototherapy [30]. More recent studies have investigated the effects of phototherapy applied intermittently between repeated bouts of physical exercise after muscle has been placed under physiologic stress [31-33]. This form of preconditioning occurs when phototherapy is administered to skeletal muscle during passive recovery after being placed under physiological stress and is in preparation for a repeated bout of exercise. Muscular preconditioning using phototherapy has direct applications to sports activity and clinical care where improvements in physical work capacity of the athlete or patient would be helpful for performance enhancement, injury prevention, functional progression, and/or improving functional recovery. Our objective was to examine the ergogenic effects of phototherapy when applied intermittently during passive recovery between repeated bouts of isokinetic quadriceps exercise. In this experimental model, the quadriceps has been placed under physiological stress (isokinetic exercise) and is in preparation mode for a repeated bout of isokinetic exercise. We hypothesize that skeletal muscle exposed to phototherapy between repeated bouts of high intensity and high volume resistance exercise would be able to delay the onset and extent of muscular fatigue and maintain higher levels of muscular torque and work output compared to sham phototherapy.

Materials and Methods

Study design

A triple-blind, repeated measures, sham-controlled, cross-over design was used in this study to compare the effects of phototherapy on torque/work and power output of the knee extensors. Each subject served as his/her own control and received an active and a sham phototherapy session at least 3 days apart. The treatment order was randomized, and the sham phototherapy served as the placebo-control (Figure 1). The therapist administering phototherapy was separate from the experimenter who conducted and supervised the

Figure 1: Flow chart demonstrating the time line for the study. Participants received a 72 h recovery between familiarization training and start of phase 1 and between phase 1 and phase 2. All participants completed both phases of the study.
fatigue protocol. The subjects and experimenter were blinded to the treatment order (active or sham phototherapy). The therapist was aware of the treatment order, but was blinded to the outcome of the performance measures.

Participants

Twenty individuals (10 women, 10 men; age=23 ± 4.4 years, height=1.7 ± 0.08 m, mass=72.2 ± 5.5 kg) volunteered to participate in the study. Volunteers were eligible for inclusion if they were healthy and between the ages of 18 and 30 years.

Exclusion criteria were as follows: current or past musculoskeletal injury to their dominant knee, history of neuromuscular or cardiovascular disorder, or use of dietary supplements or pharmacological agents for the purpose of building muscle mass. All participants provided signed informed consent, and the study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University. All experimental procedures followed in this study conformed to the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Helsinki Declaration of 1975).

Fatigue Protocol/Familiarization Training

Participants were instructed to refrain from engaging in any lower extremity exercise (running, cycling or lifting weights) in the 48 h before testing.

Participants were required to complete a fatigue protocol for the quadriceps muscle group. The BIODEX System 3 Pro isokinetic dynamometer (Biodex Medical Systems, Shirley, NY, USA) was used for all neuromuscular strength and endurance exercise testing.

Participants initially completed a series of familiarization training sessions prior to completing the fatigue protocol to eliminate a possible training effect. The familiarization sessions were identical in design to the fatigue protocol. Subjects were entered into the exercise testing phase of the study when peak torque values had less than a 10% difference between training sessions. Subjects averaged 2.6 training sessions and all participants had at least 2 training sessions. All familiarization training and exercise testing sessions were held a minimum of 72 h apart, and if the participant self-reported symptoms of muscle soreness (≥ 2 out of 10) they received an additional day of rest until their score dropped below 2.

Participants prepared themselves for the fatigue protocol with a 5 min warm-up on a Schwinn® Airdyne® cycle ergometer at an intensity of 3 (moderate) out of 10 (maximal) using the modified Borg category-ratio scale of perceived exertion. The fatigue protocol consisted of 4 repeated bouts of 30 isokinetically controlled, concentric knee extensions. Each repetition was performed through a 75° range of motion (15-90°) at an angular velocity of 75°/s. There was a 4 min standardized passive recovery period between each exercise bout during which active or sham phototherapy was administered to the quadriceps muscle group (Figure 2). Each subject was instructed to provide maximal effort during knee extension while submaximal effort was used during knee flexion to return to the start position. Torque and work/power output values were recorded for the knee extension component of the fatigue protocol since the quadriceps was the target muscle group for the study.

Performance/Fatigue resistance measures

The following isokinetic performance measures were recorded during each exercise bout: Normalized Peak Torque, Average Torque, Total Work, and Average Power. A definition for each measure is provided [34].

Normalized peak torque

The maximum torque produced during a set of resistance exercise that is normalized to body mass (Nm/Kg).

Average torque

The peak torque from every repetition averaged across the number of repetitions per set.

Total work

The cumulative amount of work (or torque) produced by the participant during a set of resistance exercise (Nm), also referred to as the “area under the torque curve”.

Figure 2: Each subject completed a 5min warm-up on a cycle ergometer followed by the completion of four exercise bouts on an isokinetic dynamometer. There was a standardized passive 4-minute recovery period between each exercise bout during which active or sham PBMT was administered to the quadriceps muscle group.
Average power

The total work divided by time (W). This measure represents how quickly a muscle can produce torque. The four isokinetic performance measures were used to characterize the fatigability of the quadriceps muscles as a function of the intervention (active or sham phototherapy) and exercise bout (1, 2, 3 or 4).

Phototherapy

Phototherapy was administered using a commercially available FDA approved high power therapeutic laser. The therapeutic laser (LCT-1000™, LiteCure Medical, LLC, Newark, DE) emitted photonic wavelengths at 810 nm and 980 nm. These wavelengths were chosen for their ability to penetrate deeply into tissue to maximize the photon flux (number of photons per unit area per second) [35]. The laser had a combined output power of 10 W (20% 810 nm, 80% 980 nm at 1.8 W/cm² irradiance).

To deliver a uniform energy density of 10 J/cm² to the quadriceps muscle group, a template was placed over the muscles to assure even distribution of light energy applied in a continuous scanning mode with a trackball in contact with the skin. Total dosages per treatment ranged from 1600 J to 2400 J. The treatment times ranged from 160 s to 240 s. The sham therapy was identical in treatment time and application technique with the exception that the output power of the laser was disabled and only the aiming beam (red light) was active. The aiming beam delivered a single wavelength of 650 nm with an output power of 4 mW. After completion of each phototherapy session subjects were asked what type of treatment they thought they received (active or sham treatment). A chi-square analysis of their responses indicated that the sham treatment was not distinguishable from the active treatment (χ²=8.2; p=0.63).

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS v. 23.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY) for Windows. A 2 (treatment) x 4 (time) repeated measures ANOVA with between-subject factors of treatment (active vs. sham) and time (Bout 1 – 4) was performed. The a priori alpha significance level was set at p<0.05, and all significant interactions were followed by post hoc analyses. Paired comparisons in the form of multiple paired t-tests were performed to identify significant between-condition and within-time differences. To control for inflated alpha levels resulting from repeated comparisons we used the Bonferroni procedure to adjust the level of significance by dividing the original alpha by the number of comparisons (C=4) per dependent variable (0.05/4) with the adjusted alpha set at =0.013.

Table 1: Performance measures for exercise bouts 1-4 and treatment conditions (Active v. Sham), Mean ± SD (95% Confidence Intervals), P value and effect size (Cohen’s d).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Bouts</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Sham</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Sham</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normalized PT (N/m)</td>
<td></td>
<td>76.2 ± 15</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>76.3 ± 16</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>78.4 ± 15</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>71.8 ± 13</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average PT (N/m)</td>
<td></td>
<td>97.23 ± 3</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>95.1 ± 31</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>91.5 ± 25</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>85.4 ± 25</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Work (J)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2033.7 ± 57</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>2126.5 ± 64</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>2316.3 ± 58</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>2092.1 ± 254</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Power (W)</td>
<td></td>
<td>115.3 ± 36</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>103.2 ± 27</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>94.6 ± 27</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>99.5 ± 28</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PT-peak torque

*NSD-no significant difference between conditions per exercise bout

Results

Treatment × time interaction effects were statistically significant for each performance measure except average power. Normalized Peak Torque [F(3,54)=7.43; p=0.001], Average Torque [F(3,54)=4.65; p=0.006], Total Work [F(3,54)=3.09; p=0.035] and Average Power [F(3,54)=2.69; p=0.055]. Paired comparison results are listed in Table 1.

There was no significant difference in muscle performance between treatment conditions (active v. sham) during the first exercise bout. However, significant muscle performance decrements were observed between and within treatment conditions during bouts 2, 3 and 4.

For the active treatment condition, the onset of fatigue was significantly delayed during the second bout of exercise compared to the sham condition for each performance measure (torque, work and power). During the second exercise bout, participants produced significantly more torque (normalized and average) and work/power output during the active treatment condition compared to the sham condition. Torque values (normalized peak and average) increased from the first exercise bout by 6.6% and 1%, respectively for the active treatment condition, while the sham condition values decreased by 3%, and 6.8%, respectively (Figures 3 and 4). Total work and average power values decreased dramatically during the sham condition, 11% and 8%, respectively, compared to minimal decrements during the active treatment condition, 1% and <1%, respectively (Figures 5 and 6).

After the second bout of exercise, fatigue-induced performance decrements occurred for both treatment conditions and continued through the third and fourth bouts of exercise. The rate of decline in torque and work/power output from exercise bout 2 through 4 were similar between treatment conditions, although the active treatment condition continued to produce significantly higher torque and work/ power outputs than the sham treatment condition.

For the active treatment condition, torque values (NPT and average) declined from the second exercise bout by 4% for the sham treatment condition. Torque values declined by 3% and 4%, respectively, for the sham condition, while the sham condition values decreased by 8%. For the active treatment condition, torque values dropped from the second exercise bout by 6%. For the active treatment condition, torque values (NPT and average) declined from the third exercise bout by 4% and 4%, respectively, and both total work and average power output declined by 5% and 3%,
Discussion

Our objective was to examine the ergogenic (performance enhancing) and fatigue resistance effects of phototherapy (active or sham) using a high volume/high intensity muscle fatiguing resistance exercise protocol. The main findings of this study were that (1) after receiving active phototherapy a significant increase in torque output for the quadriceps during the second bout of exercise was observed compared to the decline in torque output for the sham condition, (2) there were similar rates of decline in muscle performance during bouts 2, 3 and 4 for both treatment conditions, and (3) additional intermittent active phototherapy treatments between bouts 2 and 3 and 3 and 4 had no discernable ergogenic effects even though torque and work/power output by the quadriceps was significantly greater than the sham treatment condition.

The spike in torque and work/power output during the second bout of exercise for the active treatment condition indicates that the active phototherapy treatment enhanced muscle performance in the short-term, and additional preconditioning treatments between the 2nd and 3rd bouts and the 3rd and 4th bouts did not provide the same ergogenic effect that it did between bouts 1 and 2.

Our results indicate that phototherapy administered intermittently between exercise bouts was able to significantly improve and maintain the physical work capacity for the quadriceps femoris muscle group respectively. For the sham phototherapy condition, torque values declined by 4 and 2%, respectively, and total work and average power values both dropped by 4 and 3%, respectively.

Additional intermittent active phototherapy treatments between bouts 2 and 3 and 3 and 4 had no discernable ergogenic effects even though torque and work/power output by the quadriceps was significantly greater than the sham treatment condition.

Figure 3: Normalized Peak Torque for the four exercise bouts (Marginal means). Participants produced higher peak torque (PT) during bouts 2, 3 and 4 after receiving active phototherapy compared to sham phototherapy. Asterisk denotes statistically significant difference of p ≤ 0.013.

Figure 4: Average Torque for the four exercise bouts (Marginal means). Participants produced more average torque during bouts 2 and 3 after receiving active phototherapy compared to sham phototherapy. Asterisk denotes statistically significant difference of p ≤ 0.013.

Figure 5: Total Work for the four exercise bouts (Marginal means). Participants produced more work during bouts 2, 3 and 4 after receiving active phototherapy compared to sham phototherapy. Asterisk denotes statistically significant difference of p ≤ 0.013.

Figure 6: Average power for the four exercise bouts (Marginal means). Participants produced more power during bouts 2, 3 and 4 after receiving active phototherapy compared to sham phototherapy. Asterisk denotes statistically significant difference of p ≤ 0.013.
compared to the sham condition. The most dramatic ergogenic effect occurred between bouts one and two. Torque (normalized peak and average) output increased considerably during the second bout of exercise after participants received the active treatment, while conversely torque output declined significantly after sham treatment. Total work and average power were maintained between bouts 1 and 2 after receiving the active treatment, but also declined significantly during the sham condition.

After the second bout of exercise, muscular performance declined incrementally within each treatment condition over the course of bouts 3 and 4, however, for the active treatment condition, the quadriceps muscle group was able to conserve torque, work and power output during the last two exercise bouts.

Most studies to date have assessed the effects of phototherapy administered before exercise while the muscle tissue is in a resting, homeostatic state, and has not been stressed by physical exertion. Previous investigations of phototherapy’s pre-conditioning effect on skeletal muscle prior to high intensity resistance exercise have found significant increases in the number of repetitions or elapsed time to volitional fatigue [18, 19], and pre- to post-exercise maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) compared to a sham-control condition [10,11,16]; indicating a fatigue resistance effect of phototherapy.

More recently, animal and human studies have investigated the ergogenic and prophylactic effects of phototherapy applied between repeated bouts of resistance exercise when the muscle is in a state of passive recovery [31-33] de Brito Vieira et al. [33]. Used the criterion measure comparing the number of repetitions at baseline (pre-exercise) to the number of repetitions at 48 h post-exercise. In this study [33], subjects performed 3 sets of 20 repetitions of knee extensions using an isokinetic dynamometer at a controlled angular Velocity of 60/s. phototherapy (active or sham) was administered to their quadriceps femoris muscle between sets (1-2, 2-3, and again after set 3). Subjects were retested for their ability to perform repeated knee extensions until volitional fatigue at 48 h post-exercise to assess functional recovery. The group that received the active phototherapy between sets produced significantly more repetitions to failure at 48 h post-exercise/treatment compared to the sham condition. They speculated that phototherapy was able to facilitate the post-exercise recovery of the quadriceps femoris muscle over the 48 h time interval by limiting the extent of primary and secondary muscle damage, thus minimizing intramuscular levels of inflammatory cytokines, oxidative (ROS), and ischemic stress [33].

In our fatigue protocol, we measured the amount of torque, work and power output produced during exercise for our between-condition (active vs. sham) comparisons. Consistent with the findings of de Brito Vieira et al. [33], we were able to show that phototherapy applied between bouts of resistance exercise produced positive ergogenic effects for the quadriceps femoris muscle group.

Several researchers have utilized electromyography (EMG) as a means to quantify muscle fatigue with varying results. Electromyography (EMG) can be viewed as an alternative form of quantifying muscle fatigue in addition to force or torque production measures. de Brito Vieira et al. [33] found that intermittent phototherapy treatments between repeated sets of isokinetic knee extension contractions reduced the decay in EMG activity for the vastus medialis and rectus femoris muscles, indicating a fatigue resistance effect of these muscles after receiving phototherapy.

Electromyography does not quantify force production or work output, but rather EMG is a measure of muscle activation over time using signals from the electrical output of motor units within muscle tissue. The improved neuromuscular response of the motor units to sustained and repeated muscle contractions after phototherapy indicates a lack of ‘neural’ fatigue. De Brito Vieira et al. [33] speculated that neural drive to the muscle membrane was maintained after phototherapy likely due to improved metabolic conditions within the muscle.

An important issue to address when using a high intensity/high volume resistance exercise model is the disposition of the muscle at the time of phototherapy. In our experimental exercise model as well as others, administering the preconditioning treatment intermittently during passive recovery periods between exercise bouts exposes stressed skeletal muscle to phototherapy. Researchers have speculated that cells are more responsive to phototherapy when under physiological distress such as with mechanical injury (muscle damage) or metabolic insufficiency (elevated levels of lactate, ROS and inflammatory mediators; or decreased intracellular energy/ATP stores) as opposed to cells that have not been under physiological stress or in a state of homeostasis [30]. Researchers have further speculated that the mitochondria are more sensitive to light energy during periods of cell stress, and therefore exposing skeletal muscle to phototherapy during periods of stress restores cellular energy stores as well as protects tissue from mechanical and metabolic stress [14,30,33].

Previous studies have also provided evidence for the ability of phototherapy to enhance blood flow and microcirculation [36,37]. Increasing blood flow and microcirculation in muscle tissue exposed to phototherapy likely due to improved metabolic conditions within the muscle contractile function beyond that of placebo-control [9,11,13-19]. The mechanistic underpinnings of phototherapy are primarily linked to a vasodilatory effect for increasing local blood flow and elevated mitochondrial and respiratory chain activity for providing energy for optimizing muscle work during the exercise protocol and a more expedient recovery post-exercise. The important next steps need to be directed at a more in-depth analysis of the skeletal muscle’s myoelectrical as well as vascular and metabolic dynamics that occur in conjunction with receiving phototherapy.

**Limitations**

A limitation of this study is that we did not directly evaluate blood flow or tissue oxygenation levels, EMG activation, or blood lactate levels as other studies have done. Other limitations to this study include measuring the ergogenic effects in a controlled laboratory environment rather than in a sport-specific or clinical practice setting. Our fatigue protocol only measured torque and work output during the concentric phase of muscle contractions. Future studies may consider including torque and work output measurements from...
both phases (concentric and eccentric) of muscle actions as a means to capture a more comprehensive view of muscle contractile function. In addition, future studies should be designed to better replicate real sports performance settings in highly competitive and/or elite athletes or utilized during actual clinical cases.

Practical applications

Preconditioning skeletal muscle with phototherapy prior to fatiguing exercise is a rapidly growing area of investigation in the areas of sports medicine and exercise science. In our study, phototherapy (active or sham) was administered during passive recovery between bouts 2, 3 and 4. Therefore, the improvement in torque as well as the delay in the fatigue response for total work and average power indicates that phototherapy can provide an initial boost in energy to the muscle and help to conserve torque and work output during subsequent bouts.

Phototherapy administered between bouts of strenuous physical activity would be beneficial to an athlete by delaying the onset and extent of fatigue and prolonging muscular endurance. The quadriceps muscle group is vulnerable to exertional fatigue due to the high demands of the muscle group in sports and activities that require protracted periods of running, cycling, jumping, landing and cutting. From an injury prevention and performance enhancement perspective, phototherapy administered to the quadriceps intermittently during repeated bouts of high intensity and high volume exercise has the capability of producing an ergogenic effect for that muscle group. This ergogenic effect would be beneficial for an athlete by improving the muscles capacity to perform work while reducing the risk of fatigue-induced injury. Furthermore, our results have direct application to clinical practice for patients who are completing physical therapy where the quadriceps may be vulnerable to fatigue such as during recovery from Anterior Cruciate Ligament (ACL) reconstructive surgery or post-operative rehabilitation for a total knee replacement.

Conclusion

In conclusion, phototherapy applied as a preconditioning treatment during passive recovery intervals between bouts of high intensity and high volume resistance exercise significantly attenuated fatigue and maintained muscular performance of the quadriceps femoris muscle group. Preconditioning skeletal muscle with phototherapy intermittently during recovery intervals with fatiguing exercise may be a beneficial, noninvasive and safe ergogenic aid for athletes that require high levels of muscular endurance.
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